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A mechanism of Cu work function reduction in
CsBr/Cu photocathodes

M. T. E. Halliday,*a W. P. Hessb and A. L. Shlugera

Thin films of CsBr deposited on Cu(100) have been proposed as next-generation photocathode materials for

applications in particle accelerators and free-electron lasers. However, the mechanisms underlying an

improved photocathode performance as well as their long-term stability remain poorly understood. We

present Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations of the work function reduction following the

application of CsBr thin film coatings to Cu photocathodes. The effects of both flat and rough interface

and van der Waals forces are examined. Calculations suggest that CsBr films can reduce the Cu(100)

work function by about 1.5 eV, which would explain the observed increase in quantum efficiency (QE) of

coated vs. uncoated photocathodes. A model explaining the experimentally observed laser activation of

photocathodes is provided whereby the photo-induced creation of Br vacancies and Cs–Br di-vacancies

and their subsequent diffusion to the Cu/CsBr interface lead to a further increase in QE after a period

of laser irradiation.

1 Introduction

Free-electron laser X-ray light sources (XFELs) require electron
injectors with a high repetition rate, high brightness, low emittance
and long lifetime. Their development is a key challenge and a high
priority in the accelerator community. In particular, a more efficient
and robust electron source would greatly decrease the costs of
such facilities, and reduce downtime while degraded photo-
cathodes are replaced.

Thin films of CsBr deposited on bare Cu have been proposed
as next-generation photocathode materials for applications in
particle accelerators and free-electron lasers. The application of
insulating thin films was initially motivated by a requirement
to protect bare Cu from background contaminants and to act
as a protective layer so as to limit degradation under laser exposure,
improving operational lifetime and functionality of the photo-
cathodes. Bare Cu photocathodes are easily oxidised, forming
CuO layers which reduces their effectiveness. Insulating thin
films coating the metal would prohibit background contaminants,
although their efficacy under laser irradiation remains unknown.

As well as acting as a protective layer, thin films of CsBr have
been found to greatly increase the quantum efficiency (QE) of
photocathodes. This effect has been observed in metals such
as Cr,1,2 Mo3 and semiconductors such as GaN.4 CsBr films

applied to Nb can lead to QE increases of the order of 800 times
with respect to that of bare Nb.5 Although this increase in quantum
efficiency is beneficial, CsBr/Cr films degrade after a short period of
laser exposure as a consequence of photon absorption. The theory
and understanding of underlying mechanisms of photocathodes
and QE tuning remain scant, in contrast to the experimental
literature.

CsBr films deposited on Cu(100) have been shown to increase
the QE of photocathodes with respect to bare Cu by factors up to
50 (ref. 11). An initial step change in QE after film deposition is
followed by a further increase in QE after a period of irradiation
by an unfocused ultraviolet (UV) laser for several hours, the
so-called laser activation (LA) process.6–9 In order to assess the
viability of CsBr/Cu photocathodes, studies have investigated
also their lifetime, the transverse momenta of emitted electrons,10

measured emittance and robustness with regards to the atmo-
sphere with largely positive results.11 Initial evidence suggests
that CsBr/Cu fulfils the requirements and desiderata of a functioning
photocathode.

Despite the large amount of research into the viability of CsBr/Cu
as a future photocathode material and numerous measurements
of the many-fold increase in quantum efficiency in comparison
to photocathodes constructed of bare Cu, estimates of the work
function change due to the thin film coatings vary widely. A
study9 in high vacuum conditions of CsBr deposited on Cu in an
effusion cell at 425 1C measured the work function using XPS as
3.76 and 3.41 eV before and after the activation period, respectively.
This corresponds to a work function shifts of approximately
0.8–1.2 eV with respect to bare Cu (work function = 4.6 eV12).
Other studies have estimated the maximum change in work
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function following the deposition of CsBr thin films on Cu to be
around 2 eV.13 We note that these studies have applied 50%
HCl to Cu before film deposition in order to clean the substrate
from contaminants. It seems therefore likely that the wide
discrepancy between measured work function may be ascribed
to differences in the CsBr/Cu samples, and contamination/
structural differences at the interface. A study of CsI deposited
on Cu has measured an even larger reduction of work function
(2.85 eV) and an impressive QE enhancement factor of up to 2700
after laser activation.9 The large work function reduction has been
ascribed to the formation of Cs metal at the interface.14

A further insight into the large variation in estimated work
function reduction and LA mechanisms can be gained by
modelling techniques. Thin insulating films are known to lower
the metal work function predominantly due to compression of
metal electronic wavefunctions at the interface, charge transfer
between insulating film and metal, and interface roughness.15–17

In the case of CsBr/Cu, both the formation of Cs metal at the
interface, and the formation of a defective interface have been
suggested as playing a role in increasing the work function shift
after the so-called activation period, however, neither experiment
nor theoretical calculations have been published to confirm
this conjecture.

In this paper we first study the effects of coverage, film thickness
and interfacial separation on the work function of the perfect CsBr/
Cu system using DFT calculations. We then examine the
mechanisms of LA as a result of photo-induced creation of Br
and Cs vacancies in the bulk and at the surface of CsBr and
their subsequent diffusion to the interface.

2 Methodology

In order to model the CsBr/Cu interface, a slab model using 2D
boundary conditions has been created, with all calculations
conducted at the G-point using the PBE (GGA) functional.18

Two different 4-layer surfaces constructed from (8 � 8) and
(10 � 10) surface unit cells of Cu(100) have been modelled,
consisting of 288 and 392 atoms, respectively, with clusters
of CsBr then placed on the structure. The model has been
implemented in CP2K,19 using the set of GTH psuedopotentials
to model the core electrons,20–22 and double-z valence Gaussian
basis sets (DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-GTH) to describe the remaining
4s24p5 and 4s24p65s1, on the Br and Cs ions, respectively.23

Pseudopotentials have also been used to describe the core Cu
electrons, with a double-z basis set used to describe the remaining
3d10 electrons. A plane-wave cutoff of 200 Ry has been used
throughout the study.

As argued previously, CsBr grown on the Cu(100) surface is
expected to be b-type, i.e. rocksalt structure, due to compatible
lattice parameters leading to a low lattice mismatch (B0.3%).24

The lattice mismatch with a-CsBr is comparatively large (B16%).
Previous studies have grown a- and b-CsBr on substrates with
favourable lattice parameters (LiF and KBr, respectively).25,26

The perfect interface of full coverage was simulated by placing
2, 3 and 4 layers of b-CsBr consisting of 48, 72 and 96 atoms,

respectively, on top of the (8 � 8) Cu(100) surface. In order to
simulate films of partial coverage, clusters of b-CsBr of various
sizes have been placed on the (10 � 10) Cu surface. In order to
calculate Cu surfaces, the dimensions of the surface unit cell
have been frozen during calculations, with internal coordinates
allowed to relax. This is also the case for calculation of F-centres
and CsBr clusters on the CsBr/Cu films. The unit cell of the
(10 � 10) surface with a fully relaxed 72-atom CsBr cluster is
displayed in Fig. 1.

The interatomic Cs–Br distance of bulk b-CsBr has been
calculated as 3.65 Å, close to the experimentally measured
separation of 3.62 Å.25 The calculated lattice parameter of bulk
Cu is 3.61 Å, in agreement with the experimental value of
3.61 Å.27 The work function has been calculated by taking the
average of the electrostatic potential across the x–y plane for
each value of z, such that an averaged 1D potential in the
z-direction is constructed. The change in the work function has
then been calculated as the difference between the potential on
either side of the surface (i.e. at the interface between the
vacuum, and the interface between clusters of CsBr).

The band gap of CsBr calculated using the PBE functional is
5.0 eV, which is significantly less than the experimental band
gap (7.30 eV) as established by UV photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS).28 However, PBE describes well the electronic structure of
Cu. We use a large Cu surface area, which is necessary in order
to validate the G-point approximation as well as to provide
enough surface area such that a number of different CsBr clusters
may be placed on the surface. Therefore calculations with hybrid
functionals, such as PBE0, are prohibitively expensive. We note
that previous studies of the MgO/Ag interface found little
difference in calculated interfacial separation and Ag work function
shift under either the GGA description (PBE) and hybrid functional
description (HSE06 and PBE0).16,17 Moreover, the use of a hybrid
functional also leads to a distorted metal band structure and
consequently a qualitatively incorrect description of the screening
properties of the metal.29

Long-range van der Waals forces have been shown to play a
significant role in determining the metal–oxide distance and
hence the work function reduction at metal/oxide interfaces16

and are not accounted for under the PBE description. We have
included the van der Waals interaction between CsBr and Cu(100)
in some calculations using Grimme’s D2 method (PBE + D2).30

Fig. 1 The unit cell of CsBr(2 ML)/Cu(100). The Cs ions are depicted in
blue, Br ions in red, and Cu ions in green.
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Although there have been major developments of DFT functionals,
which attempt to account for dispersion forces,31–33 these remain
largely untested in metal/insulator systems. Recent studies have
also suggested the improved results of PBE + D2 over PBE + D3 in
alkali halides for properties such as cohesion energy,34,35 and, due
to their relative conceptual simplicity, they have been included
here. The same study has provided D2 parameters for Cs+ ions,
which have been used here. Other parameters have been taken
from Grimme’s original paper.30 Although the D2 method has
been used to describe metal–insulator dispersion forces in other
studies,16,17 the D2 parameters have been derived from non-
metallic systems, and as such their capacity to accurately
describe Cs–Cu and Br–Cu forces is uncertain.

3 Results
3.1 Cu work function shift at full CsBr coverage

The work function values for the 288- and 392-atom Cu(100)
surfaces have been calculated as 4.47 and 4.53 eV, respectively,
in good agreement with the experimental value of 4.59 eV.12

The Cs atom adsorption energy was calculated as 1.78 eV on
both surfaces. A density of states (DOS) plot of the 392-atom
Cu(100) surface is depicted in Fig. 2.

The calculated DOS reproduces the most pertinent features
of the DOS constructed from XPS.36 The plot is characterised by
two peaks – a small shoulder near the Fermi level energy, and a
significantly larger peak at lower energies, reaching a maximum
between 1 and 1.5 eV below the Fermi level. A reduction of the
work function, or in other words a shift upwards of these states
by 1–1.5 eV would result in a significantly increased cross-
section of interaction with photons incident on the surface.
This is one possible explanation for the observed increase in
quantum efficiency after the application of CsBr films.7,9

The 288-atom Cu periodic cell has been used to calculate the
perfect interface with CsBr films at full coverage. CsBr films of
2, 3, 4 and 5 monolayers (MLs) have been placed on top of the
Cu surface and allowed to relax. The interfacial separation,
defined as the difference between the average of the z-coordinates
of the top layer of Cu atoms, and the z-coordinates of the interface

layer Cs and Br atoms, has been estimated as 3.45 Å for films of
2 ML coverage, decreasing slightly as the films thicken. The Cu
work function shift is 1.4 eV and 1.5 eV for the 2 and 4 layer
films, respectively.

The sensitivity of work function shift to calculated inter-
facial separation is well attested in the literature.15,16,37 In order
to gauge the dependence of estimated work function shift on
the interfacial separation, we performed a series of single-point
energy calculations varying the distance from the Cu surface
from a minimum of 2.5 Å to a maximum of 4 Å. The observed
relationship is linear to a good approximation. The range of
experimental estimates of a work function shift between 1–2 eV
corresponds to the interfacial separation in the range of 3–4 Å.

3.2 van der Waals forces and the interfacial separation

The interface geometry and work function shift has then been
recalculated with the inclusion of van der Waals forces using
the D2 approximation.30 The resulting work function shift and
the interfacial separation for 2, 3 and 4 MLs of CsBr has been
calculated. The interfacial separation decreases to 3.0 Å for all
films. The work function reduction consequently increases by
1.75 eV in the 2 ML case to 1.9 eV in the 4 ML case.

The inclusion of the van der Waals interaction decreases the
interface separation by about 0.45 Å. Although there is some
reduction in the CsBr interface rumpling, the work function
shift is consistent with the PBE value at a similar interfacial
separation of 3.0 Å. We note that previous studies suggest that
D2 has a tendency to over-bind between metal and insulator,38,39

possibly due to the fact that D2 parameters are derived from
insulator–insulator interactions. Since the inclusion of the van
der Waals interaction in our system is equivalent to decreasing
the interfacial separation, it does not significantly add to our
physical understanding of the mechanisms of LA. Therefore
further calculations were performed at the PBE level.

3.3 Cu work function shift at rough Cu/CsBr interface

As the experimental measurements of the CsBr/Cu work func-
tion shift vary by around 1 eV, it is possible that the different
values reflect a difference in film quality, and variations in local
structure at the interface. In order to model the effects of the Cu
surface coverage by CsBr films, clusters of 2, 3 and 4 MLs
corresponding to coverages of 21%, 36% and 75% have been
placed on top of the larger 392-atom Cu periodic cell, and
allowed to fully relax. The resulting work function shifts are
shown in Table 1.

The Br anions tend to relax towards and Cs cations away
from the cluster. The shift in work function rises from 1.3 to
1.6 eV for 4 ML CsBr films as the coverage increases from 21%
to 75%. Curiously, the largest work function shift, as a result of
deposition of clusters of 75% coverage (1.6 eV), is slightly larger
than the calculated shift on the smaller surface for films of full
coverage (1.5 eV). This is partially explicable due to the dipoles
which exist at the corners of CsBr clusters. The clusters also
have a slightly smaller interfacial separation than the perfect
films, of the order of 0.1 Å, which further increases the work
function shift.Fig. 2 The calculated density of states for the Cu(100) surface.
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3.4 Mechanisms of laser activation of CsBr/Cu interface

The ‘‘laser activation’’ of a photocathode refers to the increase
in quantum efficiency following a period of UV laser irradiation.
It has been suggested that this is due to defect creation at and
around the interface. In particular, F-centres have been suggested as
candidates for so-called intra-band-gap absorption states (IBASs),
which have been posited as being responsible for the increase in
quantum efficiency in CsBr/Cr photocathodes by functioning as
electron injectors.1,40

The irradiation of CsBr films with single 4.66 eV photons
cannot excite inter-band transitions and create excitons, which
are known to be responsible for photo-desorption of CsBr films
and creation of Br vacancies, F-centres, in the bulk and at the
surface of CsBr.26 This requires two-photon excitation, hence
the long laser activation period. The recent calculations24 suggest
that the electronic excitation of surface F-centres by electrons
emitted from Cu (Franck–Hertz effect) can lead to emission of
Cs atoms adjacent to surface F-centres, creating neutral anion–
cation vacancy dimers (di-vacancies) at the CsBr surface. Below
we consider the effect of F-centres and di-vacancies on the work
function shift of Cu(100).

3.4.1 F-centres in CsBr films on Cu(100). An F-centre has
been modelled in each layer of the 4 ML CsBr film of full
coverage on the 288-atom Cu(100) surface. A Br atom is removed
from the films, and all ions are then allowed to relax. The
F-centre formation energy has been defined as the difference in
energy between the defectless CsBr/Cu system, and the energy of
the CsBr/Cu system with an F-centre and the energy of a Br atom
at infinite separation. The calculated energies and the work
function shift for all 4 arrangements are shown in Table 2.

The F-centre formation energies in the thin films are smaller
than the formation energy of an F-centre in the bulk of b-CsBr,
by approximately 2 eV. The formation energies decrease as
the proximity of the vacancy site to the interface increases,
with the most favourable site at the interface. The geometry
around the fully-relaxed F-centre at the interface is depicted
in Fig. 3.

Analysis of the electron density distribution reveals, however,
that the electron at the vacancy site is donated to the Cu(100)
surface, such that the defect is formally positively-charged and
resembles an F+-centre. The position of the F-centre energy level

in the bulk CsBr has been determined to be 2.0 eV below the
conduction band by optical absorption spectroscopy.41,42 This is
much higher than the Cu(100) Fermi level position with respect
to vacuum (see Table 1), hence the electron transfer into Cu. The
local anions relax towards the vacancy, and cations away from it.
A spin density plot of the system shows the extra electron to
be delocalised over the Cu(100) surface. This is also true of the
F-centre in all layers of the CsBr films.

A recent publication has estimated the barrier to F+-centre
migration as 0.3 eV in the bulk of a-CsBr.42 If we assume a
similar barrier here, we would expect vacancies created in the
bulk near the interface to diffuse preferentially to the interface.
As an F+-centre is positively charged, it should polarize the
metal, giving rise to an attractive force. The work function
reduces further as a result of the defect, by 0.07 eV with respect
to the defect-less system.

To investigate the effect of concentration of F+-centres at the
interface on the work function shift, we have also modelled two
F+-centres in various configurations at the CsBr/Cu(4 ML) inter-
face. Fig. 4 indicates the positions where pairs of F-centres have

Table 1 The change in the work function as a function of CsBr cluster
size, and monolayers. All energies are in eV. The work function of bare Cu
is calculated as 4.53 eV

Coverage (%) MLs f Df

CsBr/Cu(100) 21 2 3.44 1.09
3 3.29 1.24
4 3.23 1.30

36 2 3.11 1.42
3 3.03 1.50
4 2.95 1.58

75 2 3.03 1.50
3 2.95 1.58
4 2.93 1.60

Table 2 The calculated formation energy (EF) of an F-centre in different
layers of the CsBr film, where 1 represents the interface layer, 2 the 2nd
layer from the interface and so forth, with the corresponding shift of the
work function (Df)

Layer EF (eV) Df (eV)

CsBr(4 ML)/Cu(100) 1 3.58 1.57
2 3.98 1.66
3 3.95 1.65
4 4.34 2.04

b-CsBr — 5.74 —

Fig. 3 The local geometry of an anion vacancy at the interface, with
nearest neighbour displacements. The length of the arrow is approximately
proportional to the magnitude of displacement. The Cs ions are depicted in
blue, Br ions in red, and Cu ions in green.
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been modelled, with Table 3 giving the corresponding formation
energies and work function shifts.

As the positively-charged F+-centres experience mutual Coulomb
repulsion, vacancy sites more distant from each other are more
energetically favourable, (i.e. F+-centres at positions 1 and 5 are
of lower energy than at positions 1 and 2). This is mitigated to
some extent by the shared relaxation of neighbouring ions, such
that all configurations have energies within a range of 0.07 eV.
The calculations are restricted by the size of the unit cell, but the
work function changes by approximately 0.05 eV with respect
to the single isolated F+-centre in all cases. Based on these
calculations we estimate that a high density of anion vacancies
may lead to a reduction of the work function by approximately
0.1 eV with respect to the clean CsBr/Cu interface.

We note that an electrostatic correction for the defect inter-
action with images in the neighbouring supercells in the periodic
dimensions has not been applied to the charged defects here. The
periodic cell is neutral overall and this correction, if any, is
expected to be small. However, accurately calculating such correc-
tions for 2D systems of the type considered here is still challen-
ging. The Parry method43,44 enables a point charge correction to be
calculated for slabs, but does not allow for a varying dielectric
profile. A new method developed in ref. 45 allows the dielectric
profile to vary in one dimension only. Both these methods assume
charge compensation by a homogeneous background, which

would be incorrect for our model. The details of the compensating
charge are found to be crucial for accurate corrections. In our model,
this is an image charge in the metal substrate, which has accepted
the removed electron. In any case, as our simulation cell is neutral,
the interaction should be significantly weaker than in a formally
charged cell.46

3.4.2 Di-vacancies in CsBr films on Cu(100). In a previous
combined theoretical and experimental study we have outlined
a model that predicts UV irradiated CsBr/Cu films should have
a high density of negatively-charged di-vacancies at the CsBr
surface, and have provided evidence for a model of cation
desorption from the CsBr surface facilitated by electrons photo-
emitted from the Cu substrate.24 Depletion at the CsBr surface
was found to be broadly stoichiometric. As some experimental
studies have estimated the work function shift before and after
the activation period as 0.3 eV,7,9 we have calculated the effect
of cation–anion di-vacancies at the interface.

Di-vacancies can diffuse through the lattice by 901 rotations.
Rotations proceed by neighbouring Br and Cs ions moving into
the vacancy site, leaving behind a new vacancy. The diffusion
barrier in bulk b-CsBr has been estimated by performing
climbing-image nudged elastic band47,48 (CI-NEB) calculations
with five replicas. The barrier to rotation via Cs and Br ionic
motion has been calculated as 0.65 and 0.55 eV, respectively. At
these energies we can expect di-vacancies to move through the
lattice, but at a slower rate than H-centre or F+-centre diffusion,
which have barriers of approximately 0.05 and 0.3 eV, respectively.42

In order to examine the behaviour of di-vacancies around
the interface, and their effect on the work function, di-vacancies
have been placed in three different configurations at the inter-
face; parallel to the interface, and perpendicular to the interface
with both the Br and Cs vacancy in the interface layer. The
di-vacancy parallel to the interface is of the lowest energy. The
perpendicular configuration with the Br vacancy in the interface
layer is higher in energy by 0.1 eV, and that with the Cs vacancy
in the interface layer is higher again by 0.6 eV.

The work function shift as a result of the di-vacancy in the
interface layer (i.e. parallel to the interface) is calculated as 0.16
eV. The geometry of the di-vacancy is depicted in Fig. 5. Two Br
anions neighbouring the cation vacancy relax towards Cu to a
particularly large extent (0.9 Å) as a result of the defect. The
reduction in Mullikan charge of the Br ions (Dq = 0.6 |e|)
suggests that the large displacement is due to bond formation
between the Br� ions and Cu+ ions of the surface. The charge
transfer of two electrons from Br ions neighbouring the di-vacancy
is one possible explanation for the reduction in work function as a
result of the defect.

We have also modelled the effect of two adjacent di-vacancies
in a square formation in the interface layer. The resulting shift of
the Cu(100) work function is calculated as 0.28 eV. The di-vacancy
and tetra-vacancy correspond to ionic depletion at the interface of
5.5% and 11%, respectively. These results suggest that di-vacancy
aggregation at the interface results in a reduction of the work
function by an amount close to the shift seen in experiment during
the activation period. F-centres by contrast induce a work function
reduction approximately half as large.

Fig. 4 All unique combinations of two F-centres in the interface layer of
the unit cell. F-centres have been modelled at site 1 and 2, 3, 4 and 5. The
Cs ions are depicted in blue, Br ions in red.

Table 3 The calculated formation energy (EF) of a pair of F-centres,
where the positions are indicated in Fig. 4, with position 1 always a vacant
site. The corresponding shift of the work function (Df) is in the column on
the right

Position EF (eV) Df (eV)

CsBr(4 ML)/Cu(100) 2 7.15 1.61
3 7.12 1.62
4 7.14 1.62
5 7.08 1.62
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3.4.3 Vacancies in CsBr clusters of partial coverage on
Cu(100). In order to gain insight into F-centre formation at a
rough CsBr/Cu interface we have modelled F-centres in CsBr
films of partial coverage on the Cu(100) surface. Fig. 6 shows
the geometry of these clusters, including the sites where
F-centres have been modelled, in 4 ML clusters of 17% and
75% coverage placed on the 392-atom Cu(100) surface. The Br
ions at corner interface sites (position 1 in Fig. 6) relax by 0.3 Å
towards the cluster, and Cs corner interface ions by 0.35 Å in the
direction away from the cluster. Table 4 shows the formation
energies for F-centres at the various sites as labelled in Fig. 6.

In all cases an electron from an F-centre is transferred to
Cu(100) forming a positively charged vacancy, F+-centre. The
most energetically favourable sites for F+-centre formation are
corner sites, followed by side sites, with the sites in the centre
of the clusters being least energetically favourable. The increase
in shift of the work function as a consequence of F-centre
formation is slightly larger in the smaller cluster than the larger
one. Both clusters suggest that an F+-centre can shift the work
function by approximately 0.1–0.15 eV.

4 Discussion and conclusions

We have investigated the effect of perfect and rough CsBr thin
films on the Cu(100) surface on the Cu work function as a
function of coverage and film thickness using DFT. The effects
of F-centres and di-vacancies at various positions at the interface
were studied to propose possible explanations for the observed
increase in the quantum efficiency of Cu photocathodes after
coating with CsBr films and further laser activation. The inclusion
of van der Waals forces leads to a further reduction in the
interfacial separation and work function of the films.

Our calculations predict a work function shift in the range
1.5–1.7 eV further shifting by about 0.1–0.15 eV following

the creation of F-centres at the interface as a by-product of
laser irradiation. Modelling partial coverage of the Cu surface
predicts similar work function shifts for coverages over 50%.

Indeed clusters of coverage around 75% actually induce a
larger work function shift than films of full coverage. This is not
inconsistent with existing models of insulating films deposited
on metals. The clusters all have a smaller interfacial separation
with the Cu substrate than the films of full coverage, and
contain corners sites where the presence of dipoles further
act to decrease the work function. Experimentally, it has been
observed that films of partial Cs coverage induce a work function
shift larger than films of 1 ML thickness and above49–51 and that
maximum photoemission occurs for Cs deposited on Au(111) at
a coverage of between 0.2–0.25 ML.52 This suggests that the
deposition of Cs atoms may decrease the work function to a
larger extent than bulk-like clusters or complete films, and that
the charge transfer from Cs to metal induces a larger shift than
that due to compression of the metal wavefunctions due to an
insulator at the interface.

Fig. 5 The local geometry of a di-vacancy at the interface, with the
nearest neighbour displacements. The length of the arrows are approximately
proportional to the magnitudes of displacement. The Cs ions are depicted
in blue, Br ions in red, and Cu ions in green.

Fig. 6 The geometry of relaxed 4 ML CsBr clusters of 21% and 75%
coverage on the Cu(100) surface. The Cs ions are depicted in blue, Br
ions in red, and Cu ions in green.

Table 4 The formation energies (EF) of F-centres at positions at the
interface, and their corresponding change in the work function (Df) with
respect to the bare Cu(100) surface. All energies are in eV

Coverage (%) Site EF Df

CsBr/Cu(100) 21 None — 1.30
1 3.38 1.44
2 3.45 1.44
3 3.52 1.41
4 3.61 1.44

75 None — 1.60
1 3.38 1.72
2 3.49 1.70
3 3.60 1.68
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The CsBr films used experimentally are 3–7 nm thick.7,9 As
the 266 nm photon energies are below the surface and bulk
exciton threshold, excitons can be excited due to two-photon
processes preferably in the bulk of the film. These excitons can
separate into F–H pairs, such that, following previous studies,
the H-centres which reach the surface form weakly adsorbed Br
atoms. The latter can desorb from the surface with thermal
energies.26 F-centres in the bulk have diffusion barriers of the
order of 1 eV.42,53 However, near the interface, donation of the
electron to metal results in the formation of the comparatively
mobile F+-centre, which experiences an attractive force towards
the metal due to induced image charge. F+-centres show a preference
to diffuse to the interface, although their positive charge discourages
their segregation at the interface. Our calculations are either
at or above equilibrium saturation density, and the predicted
maximum reduction of the work function is about 0.15 eV. This
is smaller than the shift normally associated with laser activation
of CsBr/Cu photocathodes of around 0.3 eV.

Di-vacancies are formed at the CsBr/Cu surface as a result of
laser irradiation.24 Their diffusion across the surface is inhibited
by electrons photo-emitted from the metal, which can trap at the
defect site. The thermal barrier to electron escape is, however,
small (B0.3 eV24), such that the di-vacancies charge and discharge
in a dynamic process of electron emission and replenishment
during irradiation. While in the neutral charge state, some
di-vacancies may rotate and diffuse towards the CsBr/Cu inter-
face. CI-NEB calculations of the diffusion barrier to di-vacancy
motion suggest they should be mobile at room temperature,
and the image charge in the metal induced by the dipole
facilitates their diffusion towards the interface. Calculations
of di-vacancies and a pair of adjacent di-vacancies at the inter-
face demonstrate work function reductions of 0.16 and 0.28 eV,
respectively. These calculations suggest that the laser activation
can be explained by the photo-induced creation of Br vacancies
and Cs–Br di-vacancies and their segregation at the interface.

To summarise, our calculations explain how the observed
increase of the quantum efficiency of CsBr/Cu photocathodes
can be caused by the shift of Cu(100) workfunction due to CsBr
film on the surface. We suggest the mechanism by which
operation of the photocathode using 266 nm photons leads
to the CsBr film degradation due to creation of Cs and Br
vacancies and further reduction of the Cu(100) work function.
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